AutoEDMS
Quick Start Program
The Key to Success……
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eam collaboration on projects is
becoming more and more
common. Meanwhile, deadlines are
getting shorter and shorter. Maybe
you’re under the gun to implement
ISO9000 or QS-9000 approved
document control. The answer…....a
document management and
workflow system that helps you
simplify teamwork, streamline timeto-market, improve quality and save
money. The only
problem
is,
your
system requirements
are
bound
to
change from year to
year. Any solution
may be fine for you
now…..but how will
the same system
hold up under the
strain
of
multidepartment or even
multi-site document sharing? As your
requirements grow, you may need
to add more users, other
departments, other sites or link into
host-based MRP or corporate
business systems.

The Answer…..Plan for it!

T

oo often, EDM solutions fail
because of over complexity at
the initial stage, which only leads to
frustration and disappointment for all
involved. ACS recommends that
anyone considering implementing

an EDM system should begin with a
‘Quick Start Program’, for a limited
number of users and a well-defined
project scope. Once the system
has proved itself, then you can
easily expanded it to support
additional users and departments.
Since
each
document
management
system
is
implemented differently, ACS will
work with you in the initial analysis
of their system requirements. This
allows both parties to develop the
best implementation strategy for
your
AutoEDMS
system, based upon
your EDM needs, your
system requirements,
and the capabilities
of AutoEDMS.

T

he
AutoEDMS
Quick
Start
Program
is
the
quickest and easiest
way to implement
the AutoEDMS document
management and workflow system
in your company. The AutoEDMS
Quick Start Program includes
software, on-site services and
follow-up support for a five-user,
pilot AutoEDMS system -- all for one
low, fixed price. In the span of a
week, you can have a team of
people productively using your
customized AutoEDMS document
management and workflow
system. From there, you'll have a
platform for your expanded
document management system.

Solid......site after site!

Start methodology will help you lay
the foundation for your expanded
document management system. It
can be quickly implemented for
use as a fully working EDMS solution,
before rolling it out as a full
production EDM system.
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he AutoEDMS Quick
Program includes:

Start

5-user network license of
AutoEDMS, providing viewing
and printing support for over
300 file formats, including
Office files, CAD files, scanned
images, Acrobat PDF files and
more.
5-user network license of the
AutoEDMS Workflow Engine
(integrated workflow tool that
automates the routing and
approval of documents).
1-license of the AutoEDMS
Redline/Compare
Tool
( floating license).
5 days of on-site, expert
consultation, development and
training services. Your
AutoEDMS representative will
analyze your pilot system
requirements, develop the
specific implementation plan,
install AutoEDMS on your
network, customize database
and workflow models, train
your users, import your existing
documents and get your initial
document management
system up and running.
12-month All-in-One-Plan (One
year of free upgrades).
One year of technical
telephone support.

y staying in touch with our
customers, our products are
built with the solid dependability
and complete flexibility that they
demand, crucial for today’s world
of fast changing technology, and
ever increasing customer
requirements.

T

alk to ACS about how AutoEDMS
provides
a
document
management and workflow
solution that is flexible and robust
enough for every stage of your
company’s lifecycle.

E

stablished in 1981, ACS Software
has been in the business of
providing document management
solutions for over 25 years. We’re
familiar with the real-world needs of
our clients, and we make it a point
to keep it that way.
For more information, contact your
Authorized AutoEDMS local reseller,
or ACS Software, Inc.

Don’t just take our
word for it……...

“B

efore we started, I
read a lot of horror
stories about implementing
a DMS and how many
installations were never
successful for one reason or
another. Now, after installing
a
new
CAD
System,
AutoEDMS,
and
being
involved with implementing
a
new
manufacturing
system in less than one year,
the secret to our success
was planning, planning, and
more planning. Take the
time to learn the product.
Develop a highly detailed
Pilot scope with goals (A big
thanks to ACS for their
persistence to make us
clearly define our scope),
and utilize the experience of
your software vendor. We
were extremely lucky or
should I say fortunate to find
a company like ACS
Software that knew their
product and could adapt it
to our business model. With
their help, I can rate our
success at a solid 10. “
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T

he AutoEDMS Quick Start
Program is a very affordable,
low-risk and quick way to
implement a customized, 5-user
document management system,
based on your requirements, for a
fixed cost. ACS' field-proven, Quick

Steve Hollingsworth,
CAD Systems Manager,
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